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SUDSCRIPTTONS • ••• We are now taking renewals for the period January to December 
1981. Despite massive rises in cost and demon inflation it has proved possible to 
hold costs to £3.60 for the 12 issues of this and our companion,NORTHERN UFOLOGYo 
We hope you will respond to this gesture by helping us with an early renewal.As 
some groups like to keep a spare copy_for their .. library,or to loan to _members9we 
nc'W offer TWO issues per mohth at the reruced rate of £6, • • • JR · _.· · .. _ 

BDITORIALaa The Ufologist Effect 

Which comes first - the Ufologist or his UFO reports? Allen Greenfield ( SKY1·lA�·C:' 
37) speculates that both are part of a closed-loop system which (like the proverbia�· 
chicken and egg) has no true origination point."One measures a ciicle, becinninG 
anywhere", the intrepid research�r Charles Fo"rt once said. 

In psychic research a great deal is talked nowadays about the "experimenter 
effect", where the end reGults of a study are influenced subtly by the presence. of 
the experimenter,Within our su1:;>ject we have somethinG of a "Ufologist effect", as 
I be ;an to illustrate in my editorial "The Dallas Connection" (Ausust 1980) Sigh-':..��E-;3 
tend to congregate around Ufolo�ists and locations apparantly become window a�eas 
(viz \varminster- Arthur Shuttlewocd;. 1'1ilford Haven- Randall Jones-Pugh, N_�wgastJ cc;/ · . 

Stoke-on-Trent - Tony J?ace,Stephen Danks/Martin Keatman) It seems lor;ical to d.edl.·J.;8 
that they procluce the UFOCJ�L (with sociological factors and media ea talysi"�. s-t�rrin�_c; 
the pot)�However, other Ufologists (even very active ones) do not precipit�t� . 
effects of similar magni tucle. This tends to point nasty finGers of suspic�on towar;��:: · · :. :· 
the workers who do generate so much data.I have heard it said, more than once, tha·( .. 
these people are "makinG up" sightings to keep themselves bupy - or turnint3 �t'IS · 

into close encounters to boost their image.This is nonsense.It is a fact that they 
really are attracting· more interesting cases than the rest of us.The questio·n is w�1y'(-· --

Often it seems that the cases thesG investigators trip over reinforce persona� 
theories,.to a greater extent than seems explicable simply by wishful thinkin� or· 
subconscious ·manipulation of the clata,Nigel \vatson noted how, when intereste<l. in 
::tngels and winged--beings,he suddenly found himself plagued with such cases.Pete:c 
1�arrington and I mention in UFOsaA TI.RITISH VIEWPOINT how CE4 case9 fell ... into· ·our 
laps when we needed them.Some factor does seem to be at work here with�n the 
phenomenon_ itself. 

rtecently Geoff Falla brou�ht to my attention some work he had done on the 1967 
UK wave �hero he correlated sighting activity with population density.His work bor0 
out that of Jacques Valee and the Swedish group AFU (see my RESEARCH REPORT colum:l 
in FSR Vol 26 No 3).The greater the population density the less frequent the UFO · 

observations,relatively speaking that is.In his work he had also found that JJp 
of the 1967 cases fell within close proximity of a line drawn between Heysham-in 
Lancashire and Chipping Norton in Oxfordshire (like. the similar famous French lin•.J 
DAVIC devised from the 1954 wave I will .call this new feature H'.iGYCHIP) This may . 

offer a clue about the Ufolosist effect. 
If you plot HEYCHIP you will find that it passes throut:;h places which make 5.t · · 1 

sound suspiciously like a ley (although it is not produced in ley fashion)� r: o LEIGJ= . 
LEYLAND HIGH LEY HINDLEY and HEATLEY are all on the line close to where I live 
(at RISLEY.,scene of a 1978 CE4 • •  within 3 miles of the line,in fact) To the south 
it passes the famous Rollright stones,near Stratford,and if one soes southwards 
still further it travels along an old Roman road east of Dasingstoke! UFO cases ol 
sic;nificance occur all oV:er the' 

line or within close proximity (the'- -Gynthia · . 

Appleton 1957 CE4, the Janos People CE4,and an as yet unpublish.ed CE4 .from Wcxi···:_,;'T .... 
shiro) Even as I write these lines I hear of a CE3 at Liss ,Hampshire (on the lj :.-: , � 
Is this just coincidence? 

When I looked at the list of UFOIN investi�ators I found,despite the line cu·��· 
just a small part of the NW and Midlands re�ion16 out of 14 investi�ators liv2 
within 3/4 miles of it ( thats 41%) and 71% within 10 miles. Another coincicl8n.ce � 

In UFOsaA BRITISH VIEWPOINT, playing with fi�ures and not really being seriouc '. 
we found we could plot a line between Old.ham (our primary UFOCAL of the �lme" " ') 
now superceded it seems by _Leigh, • •  see above!!) and Warminster. This OLvlAR line 
disected a number of important UFO locations (such as the tiny village _of Ranton 
where the Roestenbergs had their classic.: 19 54 CE3). 

---------------------------------------�--------------------------------------� 
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Now, suprise suprise,OLWAR and HEYCHIP intersect at Newcastle/Stoke and this 
point is surrounded by places such as Tittensor,Oulton,Chesterton etc (all on the 
lines and the scenes of close encounters pursued by messrs Danks and Keatman�) It 
could be that the two �fologists just happen to live in the ri�ht place, or is it 
yet another coincidence 7 ·-

The whole· question begs further exploration.Do Ufolo·�ists become Ufo1.a1�ists more 
often in such areas 7 Are they attracted to the lines or <io they create. 't.hem? Do . 
othe� weir;d phenomena dccur close to the lines? I suggest sumeone haq a look� 

· 

� - - - - - - � - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
UFOs DO NOT EXIST?? • • • • •  This appears to be the conclusion likely to be drawn if 
the resp�e continues t.o be NIL to the theme for ±he next NORTHERN UFOLOGY. Tho 
question posed is UFOs EXIST WcAUSE?, and you are asked to -give (in umler· J-000 v-rds·, . 
up to three pieces of evidence which convinces you (and should· convince others)�- -· L .. _ 

One assumes all of you should be able to contribute to this debate - or else· yo'u 
would not be a Ufologist! And there is the added incentive of a prize for the best· 
submission (which will only be �alid if.we Eet at least 3 entries) So get a move· 
on and confound those sceptics ready to say I told you so!Closing date DECEMBER Jst 
- - - - _. - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - - .. - - - - - - ...... - .... 
DIRHINGHAM CONFERENCE REPORT • •  , . Thanks should go to PAI1ASEA3CH & UFOSIS for host-· 
ing an enjoyable (and exhausting!) one day conference on OCTOBER ll.Tho themo was 
essentially the CE4 experience and the talks had everythine from research rei:3ul ts . 
to oughtright �ontroversy.Some lively questions were fired from the crowded hall 
and some intriguing ideas flowed throuch.One �as certainly left with an under'standins 
of just how complex the contact phenomenon is and with a feel for the divergent 
interpretations of it and how they effect the results.The collated papers are·tobe 
published, and these shfuuld prove valuable.People are already asking when Andy 
Collins and Co are going to organise another venture and on wnat theme! Well:Andy? 
The way is open, too, for any NUFON (?;roup to ,offer to stage the next one-day event 
early in the New Year.· Any offers? . , 
NUFON - MAUFOG PLAN JOINT CONF&1ENCE • • •• One significant step forward taken at thv 
OCT �1 event was an agreement by representatives of the NUFON and MAUFOG working 
parties to go ahead with the organisation of a one-day joint conferencecThe event 
will be hosted by UFOSIS in DIRMINGHAM·and the .date set aside is FED 7 l98le.This 
will be the first time all UK local groups will.be invited to come toeether for a 
friendly gathering to discuss future o.ooperation; although there are no plans to 
mer�e the networks.It is mutually felt that regionalisation and indepehdance is 
preferable provided we can be fully compatable. Specific details will be announced 
shortly but it is hoped all groups in the region will ensure they are representedc 
One possible plan is to use the meeting to attempt to draw up a code-of-ethics fo� 
UFO investigation.Such a thing, if we were to succeed,would be a marvellous: step 
out of the present into a new future era of cooperation. Let us try. 

- - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - -
NEWS ROUND-UP 
1 1 It is R;ood to be able to announce that NUFOIS, havint; reconsidered their NU:r'O ... T 

affiliation,have decided to remain associated despite their feelings on the questic� 
of the paranormal.Such a move, in the common·interests ·of Ufolo{Sy,must be applal''.1(':. 
a : MIGAP have an excellent idea for pr0motion - using the media in a very diff�· __ ·.__ :l· 
way.They have produced some simple leafle±s explaining the group1for display in 
factories,offices,community centres etc.Now,whenev$r there is a major UFO story �u 
the local or national press,they have .arranged for hewsagents to deliver, :the next 
issue of that paper plus a l'1IGAP leaflet.Strike whilst hot! It works too, it soe: .') · 
a 1 The Society for Psychical Research ( SPR) ·has launched its· UFO study team a 

Coordinated by Hilary Evans and Kevin I'1cClure· (Er1PRA ) , · both UFOIN members9 it aims 
not only to provide advice and help on paranormal matters':.to uf�logists and group�' 
but also to use the SPRs noted ability at sceptical analysfs to' look dispassj_ona·;�<�-� 
at certain pieces of ou� work. I am sure w� would welcome this with open armsn 
1 1 Sad to record the demise of ALPHA, which has been popular in its year of l5_fc: .:' .

no doubt everybody knows, we have a new part�work by Orbis call�d THE UNEXPIJ\.IHED 
which covers UFOs and much more ,and whose l).st of contributers includes most of ·· · .�8 
leading UK writers in the field eg Charles Doweri�Janet & Colin Dord,Hila�y Evans:. 
:!Job Rickard and Jenny Handles. There are hopes of a len��thy run. 
1 1 Geoff Dird,of the BFSD (75 Cotnam Draw; Cotham·, .- Dristol,Avon DS6 6AW) would lii.; 
any data you have on APEN,for an important new project on the mystery body� 
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tt DUFORA have announced more details of the second international congress to be 
held in London on May 24/25 (again at the Mount Royal ) Many important speakers arc to be invited (and anyone can submit a paper,for consideration,before January) To obtain details of cost etc write to 5 Cairn Avenue; London W5 5HX. We will keep YD-:1 
info�med once more information is to hand from DUFORA. 
Jt Your up to date information is now required for the 1981 versions of two 
publications;All groups are asked to supply personal data (as with last year) for 
the group directory (none-NUFON groups in the region are asked to do so as well) 
Dob Morrell at Nottingham would also like <i.c,ta for the 1980 UFO Abstracts. 
� � - . . . � - . - � - � � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELSEWHERE THIS MONTH•••• Just two magazines to record • • •  Northern Earth f1ys±eries 9 
(j0p,.61 Clumber St Hull HU5 3RH) articles on stone circles, leys etc • • • •  
Guernsey UFO Research Group Circular,Sept 80 (Hic;-hcliffe,Avenue J3eauvais, Ville l1.u 
Ro�,St Pete? Port,Guernsey •• 15p + SA�) Gurnsey & Channel Isles news. . . . . . - - . - - . � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
INTERSTELLAR HEFUGEES? "The Janos People''· by Frank Johnson Spearinan 1980 £5. 25 

When I first heard of this case from Ken Phillips in A�3ust 1978 and decided to 
ask Frank to investigate what was a potential CE4 I never suspected it would .end 
in a book, and one which portrays an incredible tale which is sadly not made a�y 
more believable by Frank's "face-value" hypothesis, as he calls it,He refuses to 
eon�ider anythin,� other than the fact that this story is the li tteral truth and he 
sets himself up as a cosmic t;o-between for the imminent mass-landiDG of the million 
strong "Janos People" (whose planet has been destroyed by a renegade moon·ancl who 
now want to live on earth, from ence they left fuillenia ago) The book is extremely 
well written, beatifully illustrated and tells what is undoubtedly an important 
CE4 sto:ey in typical abduction scenario fashion. It is just that it iacks.all sense 
of overview.Every CE4 story is like this in principle yet_totally different in 
internal detail,Yet readin3 this one would think this was the only cfuntact ever to 
have happened,There is no justification for accepting it at "face vallile" and,,. 
rejeetinG everything else.We, as Ufologists,will fortuhately be able to see this 
and enjoy the easy presentation of the book using its "meat" (and there is plenty 
of that) for our own research.To that end it is stroncly recammended.What botherG 
me is how the public, not aware of the trne situation,are goins to react. I doubt -

if it will be with sympathy and compassion,as they did with the Cambodian-refugGes� 
Rather,I suspect it will be more with mild amusement,suspicion and a knowing winka 

THE GOVERNMENT I�TERVENES by Geoff Grundill of NLUFOIG • .  .J • •  • •  

The government is certainly not totally ignorant of the UFO phenome.noh, sin.ce ,_· . 
we have already had a House of Lords UFO debate (1). No doubt this wL(j_ ·have-·_ -: ·· ·  
triggered interest in var1ousgovernmental departments, including the CIA� 

The Central I:r.telligence Agency (CIA) surpresses information from the public 
on various issues, possibly qecause they carry too much heat. Thi-s could be happen�
ing ric;ht now on the UFO issue. Some si r-;hting reports may be classified as, hi:�hl:; 
top secret for fear of panic if such re�orts leaked out.National security ensur0s 
nobody (inclu�ing inquisitive reporters) can �et to the �ata. · 

Look at the mysterious t<llBs (Men in Dlack). They operate much like CIA agents: .. and are very real ( if the claims of encounters with these gentry· can be trusted) 
They may be just as real as the UFOs themselves so why should we brush all such 
cases aside? Any �overnment determined to know more about UFOs will do al� it 
can to obtain more data than just actual si9htinrs reports.It could call on the 
CIA to plant a�ents into UFO organisations \ Under cover),and if they wanted to . 
warn people off they could silence witnesses or researchers� or at least fri-.:sht· er.. 
them enou:�h to drop their work. (2) With the aid of an informer inside a UFO groEp 
the HID can reach .wi tl}._esses very fast. (3) So if any files go missinG at Nott:inc;haf'l 
it may be the CIA who posess them now! 

The CIA are keen to lay false trails and this is one thing we notice in the l' J,.., 
reports.Some may disagree with me,arguing that the MII3 a;re disguised UFO occupan-cs. 
but it c·ould be that the CIA can make it ap11ear that way! ( 4) . · · 

NOTESa(Jenny Handle�) 
1) Since I have been given the honour of being invited to l�cture the Ho�se of 

Lords Study group,in London next morith,I can bring you a·report on the posltj"L_ 
z
3

) The classis question is why do so many leading researchers bede1me imune tD.cu� 
) It would have to be prominent ufol(1::;ists for this to work.Is that feasible?. 

4) See Jacques Vallee' s "Messengers of Deception" And/Or, 1979 for. this theo:(.-�1 � 
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THE �XPERT by John Morris of MIGAP 

In several recent articles on investigation for the MIGAP newwietter (Mersey 
News) I have stressed the importance of accuracy,not only in relation to facts bee 
also in the use of English language. I have pointed out how, by misuse of the 
language, statements can be included in UFO reports which can be misinterpreted 
and, in some cases, untrue. We have recently had a classic example of thiso 

For three consecutive weeks in September the SUNDAY MI1-liiOR featured the storv 
of the Mann family (subject of THE JANOS PEOPLE by Frank Johnson)ON the fourth V 
Sunday we were given the experts views.Pride of place was given to Arthur·c·clarke 
whose series MYSTEHIOUS WORLD just hapf)ens to be running on ITV. His verdict was 
that the UFO phenomenon was a modern faity tale,and he stated "I myself have seen 
five or six UFOs ••• but in every case there was a logical and,�ational explanatior.l 

I wrote to the editor of the SUNDAY MIRROR and asked if I might put the reco:r(l 
strai�=�ht,Arthur C Clarke had never seen a UFO, because in his own words they all 
had logical and rational explanations and so were IFOs (Identified Flying Objec·;:,s) 
and that it was only when NO such lo;�ical explanation could he found could the 
report be classified as a UFO. The statement by Arthlilr C Clarke was a contradicL�-'---� 
in terms (his unidentified had been identified so was not unidentified!) Yet thi8 
was put forward as support for this "experts" views. One mir;ht be t¥1!1Pted to ··say"· 
"Well, we know whai: he meant • •  ," but that is not good enou�_�h.Similar' errors c:.coep·· · ·  

into reports and in scientific work those who are studyinr� a11:d assessing there 
must be a8le to rely on the facts before them. 

Now to Ufolo�ists Arthur C Clarke's statement is understOod· bu� cons!ider -the 
effect on the readers. He says he has seen five or six UFOs and all h'3_d· explana··�5.uns .. 
Ergo UFOs probably do not exist. Yet suppose the SUNDAY MIHROH had printed th�- · 

facts • •• "I myself have seen five or �ix objects which puzzled me at the time9but 
they all had logical and rational explanations" Hardly the· same impact - nor 
does it carry the same weight as supporting evidence for the verdict _;iveno · 

NOTEa(Jenny Handles) • • • (Jean Carr of the Sunday J'vlirror spent an hour intervjpT·rL.:..> 
Charles Jowen and several hours talkinr; to me about the··case.She even,at my 
insistance,read back to me the . final version of what she said she was go�11:g to 1.:.sc· 
of my quotations·. Whilst ! would add that, in the main,I went along with much of 
what the experts did say the Ufolo ;ists viewpoint was a :3ross ommision. :·from tbi:: 
series, since in the end nothing at all was carried. The best thing one can sa�� a be:·._-':; 
Arthur C Clarke's knowledge of UFOs is that he writes excellent science�fiction) 

A NEW UFOCAL? by Paul Screeton (Author of "Quicksilver Heri ta.ge." )· 
Detween us the four membe:r?s of my ·family have had nine· sir;nificant.UFO sip;htin�s 

I can easily recall. Of .these only one was reported. If these form llYlY meaningful · · 

statistic it could -- be . startling how much aerial phenomena lies basically subme=-:-:·;: -
. .  · 

The impetus to write a few· notes on this for posterity is ambivalent.On the one 
hand I hm aware that certain elements mi��ht accuse ine of seeking publicity to · 
further my own ends (and as an author that could be reasonable), while on the o·:·�1r:·c 
I' feel it is somewhat indefensible to it;nore occurrences· of .the phenomenon, 
especially ones where (as a journalist) I am keen to see r;i ven wid'est -Po.ssi ble 
coverage,The fact that· it is one's clb.ildren who seem to be "repeaters" further 
muddies the· si tuation,Another disturbing factor is that the recent si:�h-:-inc;s .ln 
not �ccord well with the stance I have adopted as a workint:; hypothesis for -�-:re 
phenomenon, in a forthcoming book I am eng3.!Jed in wri tintS. . . 

The dilemma becomes further complicated by the father/ chil0- interaction:�·�.?-� '...;c 
the:1 are relatins what they feel will be the most welcome expositioneShould 
children be exposed to possible,mockery if they make a bis issue 
of an event following a grown up's interest? Also my own prefer
ance is to keep so low a profile as to only reveal the events in 
this outlet, and thus avoid the intervention of other journalists 

- /�·
.

· ,� . ( i .·. : ' _,j'.· . .:·.··. 

Jefore the children were born I saw an Adamski-type saucer at Reclmirc 9N.I�h Ri(t��1_; 
in 1956. When 11 I saw two cigar-shaped craft over Hartlepool,Durhamo �!hen I vras 
15 my wife Pauline (then at school) saw a pink cigar over her. school at Gilde::'.sr;.�.-.-,, 
West Yorkshire,We then both witnessed a silvery craft at Ordie,Aberdeenshiro 5.rl 
l971, �1y wife and daughter Kathryn saw a moonlike object over Hartlep9ol Day :i.n 
October l977.Then all four of us saw;· a bobbing light over �erwick-upon-T-v;·eG•l :·o�·-· 
half an hour,CHRYSIS rlicl. investi§at� :·that and a brief report ap"leared i.n the 
October 1978 issue of Northern UFO News (It was the same date as the Llaner:c�r�.,,.. -.c' 
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Now we come to l980.In June our son Ian,then four,said that with his pal 
Paul he had seen over Drompton Walk,Seaton Carew (Cl.eveland) an object which sent 
out a li�htbeam causing him to fall off his cycle with suprise, Then Ian,Paul,his 
sister �hristy,and Kathryn (now seven) observed another UFO from the same place a 
few weeks lateroThis was yellow with a red rim and emittinf red sparks.Doth our 
chiluren drew the last ohject in separate rooms and the results were the same, 

There is no easy explanation as to what they saw.However others,including my 
wife and myself en one occasion,have seen eerie orange balls above the BSC plant, 
hal� a mile away.I mentioned this to a neishbour who said his father had seen an 
o�ject in the area tooei am reasonably certain that the children have not made this 
up (and the drawin�s support this view). It leaves a disturbing question mark in my 
mind,Why should my young children share so many sightings at such a tender age? (2) 
NOTES:(Jenny Handles) 
� survey some years ago showed that only 13% of si�hti��s are reported in any 

way at all.,. a clear warning to us,as ufolo�ists,to do something about it, 
2) This question is the dominant theme of WINDOW ON ANOTHER WORLD.,a study of the 

Oakenholt ufocal by Jenny Randles and Paul Whetnall (to be publ_ished by Neville 
Spearman in Summer 1981) Paul can take heart. His family is not alcne! 

LOW DEFINITION 
8035 AUG 22 00,15 C�ldstream,Scotland J�lan Price (SCUFON) A Moon?r 
Hife of a PC with 15 yr old daushter took dog for walk and saw Yellow oval light, 
not movin_j for several minutes. WhisperinG noise and "burning" small came on,Left 
in panicoMoon was almost full and in precisely same position at time. 
8036 AUG 22 02ol5 Lennel, Scotland Alan Price (SCUFON) D Insuff 
PC ,husband of above, was driving vThen he saw 2 ·green li��hts size of golf balls 
(like animals eyes) 5 ft from 3round and movin� along hed�erow.Accelerated and 
took bend at ri5ht angle before vanishing, 
THES� REPORTS WILL DE .t?UDLISHED IN MOHE DETAIL :JY SCUFON 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r· 

FRIGHTENING CAR JOUHNEY IviUFOHA investigation by Peter Houeh 
Oct 5 1979 02o00 Golborne, Gtr Manchester MED Level D 

Two men in their thirties were driving home when they saw a W li�htball,just 
smaller than fullmoon and slii"';htly dimmer thah 100�1 bulb,Followed it and saw it 
stop.They accelerated towards it at 7CMPH (passenGer becominJ so excited he stood 
on the seat and leant o.ut of the window!) It resolved as a clear traditional 
saucer shape with a central row of orange lishts which --
seemed to pass behind struts as the body of the object �:.-r��� rotatedeThe top and undersid� were grey3Size was said ��-� -
to be about J0-35 ft diameter and height no more tha n ............._ __________ . ·· 

70-80 ftoObject moved away and chanced back into ball shape (witnesses feel this 
was the li�ht on top of the dome seen at different ang:c) Accelerated out of viewo 
Witnesses fri1htened and reported encounter to local ·police station,A similar 
object has been reported in the area several times since (see below) and NUFON has 
several reports (inc a CE3) on file for the immeuiate area (around LeiGh) for 
October 1978 (between Oct 3 and Oct 8 in fact) Case 79-143 Insuff data 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - -
RETURN. OF THE GOLI30RNE THING MUFORA Investigation by Peter Hough 
Aue 31 1980 Olo40 Golborne, Gtr Manchester MED Level A 

Two independant reports of the same phenomenon1Edna Procter (49) and her 
dau�hter Edith (30) observed between 01,40 and 02,05.Throu3h bedroom window 
in W saw a shower of red sparks comin.� from a recta�3le/uval object,Presumed it 
to be a helicopter but heard no sound. An oranGe mist surrounded the rear,which 

; ·-��-- -�- _ .. 
reflected a curious orange colour on the clo�ds,A pulsing 

__ .. :-·_)(�� :\; -��- · .�1-� red li:;ht was
. 
seen throu-�h the mist.An ora�g; window was 

_ -·� - : .. ;:>:'}---;----- · 
seen on the s1des and two yellow //: :-'\'. 

·· ; '" ,.. · .: .-· li 3hts on the end� They left the l.\ .... ·_)} .. __ 

The PROCTEn sighting object - still hovering - after -., r: ·.:. �:-:-
25 minutes of observation.Mrs D The HARvEY sighting Harvey ( 4 3) 1-1as the other local 

wltness. She observed between 02:.00 and 02.15 at which time the object shot over 
her head and out of sight at terrific speed.She seems to have seen the object end 
on NOT seeing the window ,mist or li.�hts but seeing the object as round with nodules 
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It was also observed to lower something down towards a reservoir and then �etract 
it up again. Subsequently she had several telephone calls from a ·-.mysterioq.s man who 
clai�ed.to be a scientist from Jodre11-Bank.He said he had been·with President 
Carter when h� saw his "UFO" .This man arranged a"debriefirlg" at Jod.rell Bank but 
never showed up to collect her.Jodrell Bank_ deny all knowledge of this man and in 
fact-have forwarded all witnesses to NUFON for several years now,haVing no study 
pr�jec-ft into UFOs of their own·. ·· .. · ,  . - ' Case 80.37 UNKNOWN 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �·��- - .� - - - - - - - - � - - � � - � - � - � -
THE _NASTY SIDE OF A_ UFO .. ENCOUNTER· Parasearch investigation by Martin Kea tman 
Feb 21 1967 ..Z3eOO· Staff:Ow,..-,Staff::? CE 1 An Physio Level A 

This case 9Cme.to light by virtue of a casual question to a witness to thG re-_ 
entry of COSM9S .. l068 i�_Decefflber 1978.$he (37 yt old Patri�ia Blake) recounted"an 
earlier nasty encounter. 

·. It ·rras a �old .o:!..ear night after a blustery da_y.The family's .3 yr old labrador 
start�d to growl and bark.Thinking it was thirsty she got out of bed and gave it 
a-drink (her husband w�s on nightshift).It did not dri� and started tremblinG.A 
little bothered she returned to bed.hoping it wo41d calm down1and a f�w minutes 
later she heard a high· pitched hum which emenated f�om-' outside.It gradually in-

,. creased in volume until it started to throb and hurt her lower wears and jawlfne/\ 
The effect wasmuch like a ·chanGe in pressure as noticed when climbing steeplye 
p�tting up in bed her 2 yr old son also sat up,appararttly aware of the noise. 

.. . 

Throwint; back the curtains they were;both entranced by a large obj�ct apparantly 
hovering over the op,osite rooftops.It had an orange bar li�ht and a grey dome with 

five windows on it. These flashed in a· continuou·s fixed 
sequence with a blinding �hi_�e fol�re :arid the witness 
had to shut the curtains because of the effect of these 
lights (hypnot;i.o?)(NOTE the remarkable similarity with 
the 1974_o�se from·stoke reported in NUN APRIL 1980) 

__ The object �as still vismble thro�Gh the thick curtains 
and they continued watching for 5 minutes (the object did not ··move) Then it made -
a change in sound - high to low and back to high pitch, before-.- vanishing. The ob� ec t 
now vanished.A musty smell pervaded the bedroom (so strong tha't:.an'air, freshener 
was needed) and_Mra Dlake found it very hard to sleep because of the pain in her 
ears/jaw which still persisted.The dog remained fretful and had to sLeep ip the 
bedroom althou�h this behaviour was/is uncharacteristic (it is still a�ive)• 

Her son and the dog we7B off food for the next day.She ��to take-two· days off 
work because of the pain \Which Jradually subsided)She was·al::?o abnormally tired 
for two days,slecpin� during 'the day.Her husband advised her not''to re'port -the 
sightin�� unless it was mention�d in the press.It was not arrl so Mrs lJlake has kept 
this to herself.Her husband confirms the after affects but her son does not recall 
the sighting,although he has se�ri �ghostly figure in the_ house. 9ASE 6725 �0. 
- - - � � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - � -.- - � -
A POSSIBLE CE)' CAR-sTOP 

. 
EMPRA investigation by Mark·nrown. 

J�ly 17 1980 00.25 Ellistown, Leicesters�ire CEJ(?) · EM (7) Level A 

Mr White was 
;
dri ··d.�- home after ")'1,s:Lting. Pis girlfri�nds ·. wh�n his car (a l97.3 

Hillman Avenger) .. fla terec:l �nd. stopped. The petrol guage showed,. empty .He decic1ed to 
walk into the village wl1ere , he knew he couli ·wake the o.llner of ·a garage_ _:f-t_�r a· 

few ·yards he notice·q. his ·watch had just ·stb:P.p .. ed (it wa� �an LCD) !f.JdLlWL'� 
Then he passed a �trange:·man

.
- v�ry .tall (a�but 7ft) JU.st,wear__ ! • \ ;:; }f;;_. ; · ) 

ing � polo kneck JUmpe:r; desp1 t�,. the cold.H�·- had a ·long,:�hin,pa�e _ ... ��-- ,_: , .. ,'1/ 
face with thin lips and ·long dark hair.He.-sa�d nothing. Th� police ' - \ =-" 

· 

later affirmed that they had had -r,epor
_
ts. :'Of". th:ts strange man in 'j/��-:-�---.... .. _ \'�\I . : tpe area qpd he . ..,l')�d no.t_ responded to people.Contlnu1ng Mr �hl t.e 

· ._. ... · 
J
t ' .. passed c.f field _and saw �a dark object .lik� .an. u��rned pudd1ng 

\; l basin in it with a beam of light proJecting :1::nto ·-the sky from 
'. L��� the top.He connected this witp the man and,worried,pr?c�eded on: 

cr� -&t� He got some petrol but would not walk baclc past the f1eld to 
. the .car·. Instead he walked on a further 3 miles to. stay the night at his grand

parent·s,Next morning he returned to the car. The guage now showed t f�ll and the car 
started first time.Analysis by EMPRA suggests that a petrol gu�e. failure might 
h�V� occurred and that in any cas� it is most unlikely an EM field would effect the 
kind· of guage carried on the car. The -watch still doe.s not work, �.ut 'the type of 
failure also seems unaccountable b1 an EM field (continuous rix�·display of 12 .. 25: 
The case has more questions about it than answers� 


